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Summary    The achievable burst data rate with typical channel filters is obtained for
biphase, quadriphase, and eight-phase modulation. The effect of intersymbol interference
in a hard-limiting channel is modeled by a time-domain representation which averages
probability of error over all (truncat , ed) equally likely sequences of digits.

As measured by the bit rate per unit bandwidth achieved at a given received Eb/No,
quadriphase outperforms biphase, but by less than a factor two, in contrast to behavior in a
linear channel. Eight phase modulation appears to offer only a marginal improvement over
quadriphase, and only for Eb/No > 15 db.

Introduction    For TDMA operation, the bandwidth efficiency attainable in practice for
the transmission of digital data is determined by the burst data rate for a pulse transmitter
which has sole access to the finite-bandwidth channel. For a hard-limiting channel, the
possible signaling alphabets are based on multiphase shift keying, restricted for
implementation convenience to biphase, quadriphase, and eight-phase. The additional
degree of freedom of amplitude modulation could be applied in a quasi-linear channel, but
this would impose an operationally undesirable requirement for power control on all
transmitters.

The problem, then, is to compare the digital transmission rates achievable in a hard-
limiting channel, taking into account intersymbol interference due to the restricted
bandwidth. For higher order phase modulation alphabets, the tolerable intersymbol
interference becomes smaller and the required Eb/No becomes greater; hence, there must
be a point of diminishing return where the attainable Increase in data rate is not
commensurate with the increase in system complexity.

Intersymbol Interference with PSK    Typical analyses of the effects of intersymbol
interference on digital transmission presume a linear channel. One can attempt to bound



the maximum intersymbol interference to approximate the worst case or, more simply,
treat the intersymbol interference on an rms basis added to the receiver noise. The
demodulation process can be represented by an equivalent filter (such as integrate-and-
dump), so that the intersymbol interference resulting from the overall filtering on a
sequence of pulses is taken into account. Note that with a symmetrical bandpass filter,
there is no difference between biphase and quadriphase modulation in a linear channel, for
equal digit rates at identical values of Eb/No. (Thus, quadriphase doubles the bit rate.)
Typical results of this linear channel analysis show that a significant degradation is starting
to occur when the bandwidth is reduced below twice the digit rate. (1)

Figure 1 is the block diagram of the nonlinear system being studied. Transmission of a
signal through a bandpass filter results in amplitude distortion, phase distortion, and group
delay. Each pulse is meared into the preceding and following pulse (or pulses for narrow
bandwidths). The nonlinearity operates on the absolute value (i.e., the envelope amplitude)
of the distorted signal producing a signal with an absolute value that is constant but whose
phase varies depending on the preceding and following pulses. Thus, the integration start
time and duration which will yield minimum degradation must be determined

To analyze this system, a time domain representation can be applied.(2) In this approach,
the effect of the channel bandpass filter on the transmitted pulse shape is computed In the
time domain (by a Fourier transform or an inverse Laplace transform), from which the
response of a hard limiter to the transmitted pulse sequence may be found. Note that
superposition can not be assumed at the output of the nonlinear channel. Noise is
presumed negligible except after hard limiting, as typical of a satellite channel, and the
integrate-and-dump detector is the only significant filtering after the hard limiter.

Probability of error is computed for this channel model by averaging over all random cases
for a sequence of rectangular pulses. Truncation to a sequence of seven pulses is used for
biphase and quadriphase, and five pulses for eight-phase modulation; this suffices to
include the significant intersymbol interference in a typical channel filter (one pulse is
designated as the desired digit and left in zero phase). Two representative filters are: (1)
Chebyshev filter; and (2) a sharp cutoff filter with no phase distortion. The latter can be
considered to approximate the result of perfect phase equalization of the Chebyshev filter.

A peculiarity of the hard limiting is that the intersymbol interference effect tends to
disappear more rapidly than in a linear channel as the bandwidth is widened. This is most
easily seen for the case of biphase modulation and a symmetrical filter. Thus, if the
transient due to a phase shift can be assumed to cross zero only once and have decayed
essentially by the next switching time, the hard limiter restores the original non-band-
limited PSK signal.



Another consequence of the hard limiting is that an integrate-and-dump filter tends to be an
optimum match to the received pulses. Again, this is most easily seen for biphase and a
symmetrical filter, for which intersymbol interference acts only to displace the locations of
the phase shifts, leaving the pulses still rectangular.

Digital Computer Representation    The phase and amplitude modulations on the
bandpass signal are represented as complex time samples, with the sampling rate set at 20
times the symbol rate. The low-pass equivalent of the channel bandpass filter, defined by
its impulse response, operates on the complex samples. For the Chebyshev filter, the time
samples of the impulse response are computed from the pole locations specified by the
3-db bandwidth and the amplitude ripple. For the sharp cutoff, linear phase filter, the
impulse response is expressed analytically.

It is assumed that the signal pulse modulation has a constant envelope with fixed phase at a
frequency offset )T from the center of the bandpass filter. Hence, over the pulse duration
T

(1)

In terms of the impulse response y(t) of the low pass equivalent Y(s), the pulse response
can be obtained by convolution; i.e., the real part of

(2)

For a symmetrical bandpass filter about To the impulse response y(t) is necessarily real,
and assuming the rectangular pulse modulation of (1), one obtains as the real part
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(3)

indicating a quadrature function will exist when there is a frequency offset. If )T = 0, (3)
reduces to simply

(4)

so that the quadrature function is zero. Figure 2 and 3 present examples of (4) for a
Chebyshev filter.

The filtered output for the sequence of pulses is obtained by superposition, and hard
limiting of the resultant complex time samples is accomplished by setting their envelope
values to unity.

The result is correlated with (T · Ta)
-5 exp (j)Tt) over the selected aperture of width Ta,

yielding a complex number d·exp(j2) for each digit sequence. It is assumed that the phase
reference 2e in the receiver will be generated by averaging d·exp(j2) over all sequences; in
effect, this models a phase lock tracking loop.

When the reference phase for demodulation has been computed, the probability of error for
each sequence of pulses may be computed as a function of signal-to-noise ratio. The
normalized parameter Eb/No is utilized, where No is the white noise density and Eb is the
unfiltered signal energy per information bit. Eb is the ratio of hard limiter output power and
information bit rate.

The decision regions are different for the three modulation cases. For biphase, an error will
occur if noise causes the received vector to be displaced by more than ±90E from the
reference phase. Hence, the resulting probability of error is

(5)

where N(x) is the Gaussian probability distribution.



For quadriphase modulation, the decision regions can be set up on the basis of two
independent binary decisions, intepreting quadriphase as the sum of two independent
biphase modulations, each with half the signal power. Then,

(6)

For eight-phase modulation, there is no convenient exact expression for probability of error
in Gaussian noise. The good approximation is employed that the phase distribution is
Gaussian; this has been demonstrated to be quite accurate for eight-phase modulation (3).
Thus, with *2 - 2e* < B/8, the probability of error is

(7)

where ± B/8 are the decision boundaries for eight phase modulation. A Gray code is
assumed so that only one bit out of three will be in error for a transition into an adjacent
phase sector, and other transitions can be ignored at low Pe . In (7) the S/N normalization
involves 3 bits/digit.

The probability of error is computed for the received vector corresponding to each
sequence of pulses and averaged over all assumed sequences. Note that the effect of the
actual integrate-and-dump interval on noise variance has been taken into account.

Sharp Cutoff Filter    To begin with, a sharp cutoff filter was assumed, for both biphase
and quadriphase. With the sharp cutoff filter, the demodulation process will clearly be
symmetrical with respect to the desired (center) digit, and the problem is to compute the
optimum integration aperture for best tradeoff between intersymbol interference (redired
by shortening the aperture) and noise (reduced by increasing the aperture).

Figure 4 shows the computed results where the aperture has been optimized at each value
of Eb/No to minimize probability of, error with a sequence of seven digits, of which the
desired pulse is the center. The solid curves are computed for biphase, and several isolated
points are given for quadriphase (the computation involved for quadriphase is much
greater). The reference phase is zero since there is no frequency offset in a symmetrical
filter.



* A slight discrepancy from ideal of about 0.4 db is observed and is apparently due to the
computer time sampling.

It may be observed that the performance for bandwidth/bit rate >2 is essentially that of
ideal PSK for both biphase and quadriphase.* For restricted bandwidths, it is seen that
quadriphase is more severely affected than biphase by intersymbol interference when
compared at equal digit rates. However, when compared at equal bit rates, quadriphase is
seen to outperform biphase in the sense of requiring a lower Eb/No. (Compare the 1.0 point
of quadriphase with the 1.0 curve of biphase.)

For bandwidth/bit rate less than about 0.9, biphase rapidly degraded. Quadriphase
similarly degrades at bandwidth/bit rate less than about 0.6, indicating that higher data
rates are feasible with the higher order alphabet modulation.

Chebyshev Filter, 7-Pole, 1 db Ripple    A seven-pole Chebyshev filter with a ripple of
1 db was assumed next. The desired digit was preceded by five nearby digits and followed
by one for a total in the sequence of seven digits. The number preceding sufficed except,
possibly, for the narrowest bandwidth introduced where a small contribution from one
additional preceding digit would also come in.

Now, symmetry in time does not exist, and the computer search is more extensive, since it
must cover both the aperture width and its location relative to the prefiltered digit position.
This was done interactively with the computer until a local minimum was found for any
small variation in these aperture parameters. The phase reference is zero, however, for the
case of no frequency offset.

In contrast to the preceding section, the aperture parameters were optimized at one value
of Eb/No corresponding to roughly 10-5 probability of error ani held fixed as Eb/No was
varied. The results are shown in Figure 5. They display, as before, the to-be-expected
behavior that the performance starts degrading rapidly when the bandwidth is reduced
below a certain value. For biphase, the degradation starts to occur at bandwidth/bit rate
ratio moderately greater than unity. At a bandwidth/bit rate ratio of 1.6 or higher,
performance is seen to agree almost exactly with ideal biphase PSK.

To indicate the performance of quadriphase, a minimization involving extensive
computation was carried out at Eb/No = 10 db for two bandwidth values. It was found that
the interval which optimized the biphase demodulation was close to being optimum for
quadriphase at the same digit rate (but at twice the bit rate, of course). The results are
plotted as points in Figure 5. It is observed that quadriphase outperforms biphase in a
given restricted bandwidth when compared for-equal-bit,rates., However, for a specified
Eb/No quadriphase provides a rate increase considerably less than by a factor of two when
the probability of error is to be the same.



To illustrate the effect of frequency offset in the symmetrical Chebyshev filter, results were
obtained for both biphase and quadriphase in a channel bandwidth where degradation is
becoming significant. Figure 6 shows that modest offsets cause negligible further loss for
biphase. For quadriphase, as might be expected, the appearance of a quadrature function
produces immediate degradation, which is significant even for small frequency offsets.
Note that in Figure 6 the integrateand-dump apertures were kept at the optimized values
for zero offset, and since the channel is now unsymmetrical the phase reference for
demodulation was obtained by averaging over all the equally likely data sequences.

High Order (13 -Pole) Chebyshev Filter    A 13 -pole Chebyshev filter with 0.1 dB
ripple is considered more representative of typical satellite design, and results were
obtained for this filter for biphase, quadriphase, and eight-phase modulation.

As before, the performance of PSK has been evaluated by averaging over all equally likely
conditions assuming the desired digit is preceded by five nearby digits and followed by
one digit. The integrate-and-dump interval was optimized by trial and error at
Eb/No = 10 db for biphase and used for other values of Eb/No and also for quadriphase in
the same bandwidth. Figures 2 and 3 shows the pulse response for two extremes of
channel bandwidth and the integrate-anddump interval found optimum for each. These
plots show that use of just one digit following the desired one is quite sufficient, however,
at the narrow bandwidth (1.4 x digit rate), there still exists a noticeable tail beyond the five
preceding digits allowed for in the computer program. Thus, computed results will be
slightly optimistic at the narrowest bandwidth.

Performance of biphase atd quadriphase for the 13-pole Chebyshev filter with 0.1 db ripple
are given in Figure 7. These bandwidth efficiency results are vibrse by about 30 percent
than previously found for a 7-pole filter, and the degradation can be attributed to the
greater phase distortion with the higher order filter.

Performance of eight-phase PSK is given in Figure 8. Because of the larger number of
different conditions, the program now assumes only three preceding digits. This is
reasonable because of the wider bandwidths found necessary to support a given digit rate
with eight-phase modulation. The approximation to ideal coherent, based on (7) with
2e = 0, is also presented. It is observed that considerable degradation from ideal occurs for
the three bandwidth cases computed, and of course, the ideal Eb/No is higher than for
biphase or quadriphase.

Conclusions    A computationally tractable method of ascertaining the degradation due to
intersymbol interference in a nonlinear channel has been demonstrated. The method may
be described as a time domain simulation which averages probability of error over a
sufficiently long sequence of transmitted pulses that significant intersymbol effects are



taken into account. Although hard-limiting was assumed, the method could be easily
extended to handle soft limiting equally well, and even channels with AM to PM
conversion (such as a TWT).

Biphase, quadriphase, and eight-phase modulations were studied, and the general
comparison is shown in Figure 9. For a representative Chebyshev filter, a clear advantage
of quadriphase over biphase is evident in terms of required Eb/No to support a given
bandwidth efficiency, measured in BPS/Hz. However, the advantage is less than a factor 2,
which would be obtained in a linear channel (with a symmetrical filter). However, eight-
phase modulation achieves, at best, only a very slight improvement in bit rate over
quadriphase, and only in the region for Eb/No > 15 db.

It is worth speculating on the improved bandwidth efficiency achievable with phase
equalization in the channel. Performance of a sharp cutoff, linear phase filter may be taken
as a measure of the effectiveness of such equalization of a Chebyshev filter. Figure 9
shows a considerable increase in achieved bandwidth efficiency.
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Figure 1.  Channel Model



Figure 2.  Pulse Response - 13 Pole Chebyshev, 0.1 db Ripple.

Figure 3.  Pulse Response 13 Pole Chebyshev 0.1 db Ripple



Figure 4. Biphase and Quadriphase Performance Sharp Cutoff Filter



Figure 5. Biphase and Quadriphase Figure 6. Effect of Frequency Offset
Performance - Seven Pole Chebyshev in Seven Pole Chebyshev

Figure 7.  Biphase and Quadriphase Performance - 13 Pole Chebyshev



Figure 8.  Eight Phase Performance - 13 Pole Chebyshev

Figure 9.  Bandwidth Efficiency




